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From left: Lindsey Gunnerson, Eric Petersen and Sara Swenson review resolutions presented before them at a Student Government meeting.

SG bill to determine whether to
maintain student athletic fees
drastic cuts or elimination.
Junior mechanical engineering student
and SCSU swim athlete senator Alex Bryson,
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
and senior communications major chair Tiffanie Walentiny were the main writers of the
SCSU athletes turned out by the masses
bill.
to show their support for passage of a bill to
If the bill does not pass and the Departmaintain student athletic fees and continue to
ment
of Athletics loses that funding there are
allow numerous programs to thrive.
only several programs which could be cut.
Bill 001 was passed to be voted on in the
“Were very limited on the programs we
next student election.
could
cut without completely destroying the
In 2010 ago a bill was passed allowing
athletic
program,” Bryson said. “Based on
student fees allocated to athletics programs
to be raised by from $2.84 per credit to $4.58 requirements to stay in the [Northern Sun
per credit, or an increase of $1.74 per credit. Intercollegiate Conference] and Title IX.”
Controversy followed the bill when fellow
This translates to about $600,000 in funding.
senators
learned there was no sunset clause
However, the bill then was passed with a
attached
to this bill as there was when the bill
sunset clause attached to it, or an expiration
passed in 2010.
date, which was set to 2013.
Bryson said he purposely left out a sunset
Without the passage of Bill 001 from Stuclause,
as it hindered the athletics departdent Government student athletic fee funded
ment.
programs would be in danger of suffering
“If you’re trying to make progress, insta-

Joe Edmonds

bility is the enemy of that progress,” Bryson
said. “Having that clause where funding is
potentially going to drop creates instability in
an organization.”
SG came to caucus over the bill, which allows all attendees of the meeting, even guests,
to discuss the bill amongst each other to learn
more about the bill.
“Since so many people wanted [the sunset
clause] and other senators wanted students to
choose how the bill was made up,” Walentiny
said. “So we made it another question on the
bill.”
“It would be a four year sunset clause if
the [sunset clause] does pass,” Bryson said.
“If it were to pass every group in athletics would be worrying about their budget
instead of planning for the future.”
Bryson also stated that from a recruiting
stand point it makes SCSU look weak if we
do not fund athletics well and it could dissuade people from coming here.

Speaking on behalf of all the student
athletes that were in attendance was DepartShreiner. She attempted to address SG’s
concern over why student athletic fees were
fees.
“On average other schools have 16.6
teams. We have 23,” Shreiner said. “So we
are quite a bit higher than other schools,
which also means more student athletes.”
Shreiner also detailed a marketing strategy after president Eric Peterson questioned
her how the Department of Athletics would
gather at least 8 percent of students to vote.
Without at least 8 percent, the vote would not
matter and would be turned down, even if
the polls turned in favor of the bill.
Fee allocation has been a topic of debate
for the last several weeks at SG meetings, and
other programs besides athletic programs are
in danger of being cut.

Students sleep out to raise awareness for homelessness
Vicki Ikeogu
NEWS EDITOR

Bundled in blankets, huddled around each other for
warmth in makeshift shelters, attempting to sleep. What
some may call an every day reality of being homeless, members of the University Program Board along with Student
Government, Minnesota State University Student Association (MSUSA), and Greek Life on campus attempted to
simulate in order to raise awareness for the plight facing the
many homeless citizens in our neighborhood.
“It’s a way for students to actually get a sense of being
homeless,” said UPB issues and ideas coordinator Courto
Downing.
An estimated 25 students gathered on the Atwood Mall
Wednesday to participate in the Husky Sleepout for Homelessness Awareness. Armed with cardboard and the few
blankets they brought with them, these students claimed
certain spots within the closed off area of the Atwood Mall
and attempted to get a feel of sleeping outside in the elements.
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“We don’t want to simulate homelessness, but give the
students an experience,” Downing said.
and vice president of marketing with UPB Chelsea VanLoon said.
While SCSU has done a similar event in years past in

has taken the initiative in doing this sort of event.
Even though this event was smaller in scale than the
previous events, this sleep out was an entirely student-led
initiative.
Wanting to inspire change in the community, Downing
said UPB’s priorities are shifting to do more awareness raising events, such as this one.
“We want to show students that they can make a difference in their own community,” she said.
“I believe UPB can give back to to the students and the
community,” VanLoon said.
When approaching the walled off area, students were
able to read statistics about homelessness written in paint
on cardboard boxes. From there, student participants were
asked to sign a liability waiver prior to being admitted into

Check out our online content!
Visit universitychronicle.
net, or scan the QR code to
see everything the
Chronicle has to offer, including videos, galleries and
podcasts.

the area. Each student was then asked to wear a wrist band.
Precautionary measures were taken to make sure everybody
was safe during the event. In case of an emergency students
would be taken to Atwood to warm up, Downing said.
UPB also provided warm soup and hot chocolate for
those choosing to stay out overnight.
Hearing about it earlier that day freshman Tre Alred felt
a need to participate. “Homelessness is a huge factor in our
nation, especially with teens,” he said. “By going through it
Stating that homelessness is a major problem, particularly for members of the LGBT community, Alred hoped
that by staying out all night in the mildly cold temperatures
for November that he too could gain a better understanding
of what its like to be in that situation.
“It’s a small taste of what its like. It helps you gain perspective and understanding,” he said.
“It’s more about educating students. Homelessness is a
problem for young people,” VanLoon said.
Some students, such as VanLoon came out to the sleep
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out as a means of gaining that perspective. She said that she had a personal
connection to homelessness with some of her friends from college having to
go through an experience like that.
“It’s something that I’ll never understand, since I’ve never experienced
it,” she said.
“It’s really critical to have a sense of awareness,” said college senator for
the School of Health and Human Services, Emmanuel Oppong. “Not a lot
of homeless have the chance to warm themselves,” he said.
While Oppong said he was not going to stay the night, bundled up in

Tuesday
Investigative
Journalism
Workshop
7 p.m.
Society of Professional
Journalism will
host NBC news
correspondent Steve
Eckert. This is event is
free for students and
will be in Stewert Hall
room 120

“We don’t want to simulate
homelessness, but give the students an
experience,” Downing said.
a winter jacket, mittens, and a hat, Oppong said this event was incredibly
important.
“It’s a privilege to be warm,” he said. “This event shows how you can
contribute to making a positive change.”
While some students chose to set up a tent or sleep under the stars on a
bed of wood chips underneath a tree, others decided to erect a cardboard
castle in order to house as many as eight people comfortably and provide
shelter from the elements.
“We’re trying to make this as insulated as possible,” said Alred of his
bed of wood chips adorned with cardboard and piles of blankets. But even
with the piles of blankets and hot food and beverages going around, many
people could still see their breaths in the cold November night.
And even though the experience brought a lot of insight into the
plight of homelessness, Downing said the main reason for the event was to
provide students with the appropriate resources in case they ever were in a
situation similar to this. Working closely with the United Way of Central
Minnesota, Downing said the organization has numerous tools and lots of
information about different services to help the homeless, such as their 2-11 number.
“It’s hard to go without for one night, maybe by doing this I can help
someone,” Alred said.
The event kicked off at 9 p.m. Wednesday night, and wrapped up early
Thursday morning.

Tuesday
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A sign outside of the Husky Sleepout lets readers and participants
learn about the problem of homelessness in the state.

Speaker Kirk
Smalley
8 p.m.
Kirk Smalley from the
documentary “Bully”
will come to discuss
how bullying has
effected all of our lives.
This event is free to
the public and in the
Atwood Theater.

Wednesday
Skin Cancer Check
Students may recieve a
free screening for skin
cancer in Hill-Case
hall. Students must call
Health Services for an
appointment at 320308-3191. This will
take place on Nov. 20.

Thursday
Facial Hair Fiasco
7 p.m.
Students will
competitively showcase
their facial hair for a
chance to win the 1st
place plaque. This
event will be utilized
to promote testicular
cancer awareness. It
will be hosted in the
Atwood Theatre.

Thursday
MOTOKI NAKATANI / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR

Participants of the Husky Sleepout for Homelessness Awareness gather outside of their cardboard shelter.

SCSU commemorates International Education
Week: No Boundaries to global awareness
Vicki Ikeogu
NEWS EDITOR

As the world has become ever more global,
SCSU and several other colleges and universities across the nation took part in International
Education Week. This year’s theme at SCSU
was “No Boundaries.”
“International Education Week is a joint initiative of the U.S. Department of State and the
U.S. Department of Education that is celebrated
annually to promote international education and
exchange,” said International Student Advisor,
Kristy Nelson Ramos.
Starting on Nov. 9 and running through Nov.
16, International Education Week highlighted
the diversity on campus, and the importance of
our growing global society.
“This year focused on the different food options,” Nelson Ramos said.
With meals at Garvey Commons coming from adaptations of recipes submitted by
international students, Nelson Ramos said all the
submissions were taken into consideration and
often paired with other countries that shared
similar ingredients. Throughout the week, students eating at Garvey were allowed to sample
food from countries including Korea, Vietnam,
Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka, Finland, Malaysia, and
Nepal.
Other options open to students included the

Valhalla Bistro which featured the cuisine of
Jamaica, Chile, Nepal, and Thailand.
In addition, students were also able to attend
“Sons of Lwala,” “Arrival: Womne’s Visions
for a New Home,” and “Jubanos: the Jews of
Cuba.”
Sending out an email to various departments
around campus, Nelson Ramos and her event
organizers decided to enlist the help of numerous departments around campus to promote
and participate in the week. This included the
English Department, the Women’s Center, and
the Miller Center.
Education Week also included resources on how
students could study abroad and voting in a
photography contest.
Throughout the week, Nelson Ramos
stressed the importance of the international
community at SCSU, highlighting the two
prestigious awards the university has taken, the
Heiskell Award in January and the most recent
Simon Award for the promotion and continued
support of international education.
The Heiskell Award, presented to the university early this year as a result of their continued
partnership with Universidad de Concepcion in
Chile, was to commend SCSU for their continued innovative work in higher education abroad.
The Simon Award, bestowed to SCSU

earlier this month, was in recognition for the
continued efforts the university has taken to
integrate international educational aspects across
the entire campus.
“These awards show our commitment to
international education,” she said.
With over 1,000 students from 83 countries
calling SCSU home for a while, Nelson Ramos
said promoting the importance of international
relationships is crucial.
“We want to increase the awareness of the
international student population and the possibilities of going abroad,” she said.
And while International Education Week is
over, according to Nelson Ramos, there are still
other ways for students to get involved. Advocating for the importance of worldwide literacy,
Nelson Ramos and the Center for International
Studies has organized a book drive to allow
students, staff, and faculty to donate used books
around campus. Nelson Ramos said she hopes to
raise nearly 1,000 books for the Worldwide Book
Drive organization, an organization she said she
believes will help strengthen the bonds of our
global community.
“The theme for this week is no boundaries.
There’s no end to the possibilities for international education,” Nelson Ramos said.

Harvest Dinner
7 p.m.
Each year, the
LGBT Resource
Center sponsors a
“Thanksgiving” style
dinner for LGBTA
students, faculty,
staff, and community
members. Non-students
are encouraged to
bring a dish to share.
Hosted in the Husky
Welcome Center in
Coborn Plaza.

Saturday

Ethiopian Culture
Night
5 p.m.
Fashion, food, dance,
music and more at
Ethiopian Culture
Night 5-10 p.m.
Nov. 23 in Atwood
Ballroom. Tickets are
$7 for students and $10
for the public.
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Physics and Astronomy Present: Star Party
Joshua D. Levine
MARQUEE EDITOR

Community members of all ages learned
about the night sky at a recent astronomy gathering.
Annette Lee, Professor of Astronomy and
Physics at SCSU, led a “Star Party” event at the
Great River Regional Library downtown St.
Cloud location last Thursday evening.
Faraway, pointlike stars weren’t the only
focus, though.
“The brightest object out there is the moon,”
Lee said. “I love looking at the moon because I
can see so much detail. I feel like I’m standing on
it.” Indeed, dozens of audience members queued
up to observe the moon through a telescope
outside after the show. Craters and other topography were plainly visible through the lens, and
the moon appeared so bright that viewers were
warned they would be temporarily blinded if
they looked too long.
Lee related that the nearby planet Venus is
the next brightest object we can see. In the daytime, the sun is the brightest, but the sun is, of
course, not visible at night.
Lee gave an overview for all ages about what
observers can see in the sky this time of year,
and talked about astronomical facts. She also
touched on the need for additional STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics)
education, and efforts to locate earth-like planets
in the universe.
Paul Larson, an SCSU alumnus and employee of the campus planetarium, also spoke on
the Mars One project. This project is a private
venture which aims to send humans on a oneway trip to colonize Mars.
The evening was sponsored by the Women’s
Foundation of Minnesota and featured catering
from New York Gyro.
A colorful part of the presentation came from
copies of hand painted native star maps comade by Professor Lee. These maps showed the
constellations of both the Dakota (Lakota) tribes,
and the Ojibwe tribes.
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This image of the Dakota/Lakota star map was one of the highlighted themes of the
Star Party.

“I’m Dakota Sioux,” Lee explained. “My research is remembering and revitalizing the native
star maps.”
Lee pointed out that the horse constellation,
Pegasus, is seen as a Moose on the Ojibwe map,
and a Turtle on the Dakota map. In all cases, the
North Star is a focal point.
“The North Star is very special because it’s
the only star that will appear motionless in the
night sky,” Lee continued. “All the other stars appear to circle around it. It’s like a leader.”
Paul Larson, the planetarium employee,
then spoke of his application to the Mars One
program. This mission is currently scheduled to
-

permanent. Still, the nature of the mission didn’t
sink in on some in the audience.
“Will you come back after a while?” asked an
attendee.
Larson expanded on the nature of the mission. Any astronauts to Mars are meant to live
there until they die. They will reside in domes,
conduct experiments, and place solar panels for
energy. The lack of a need for a return shuttle
can cut the cost of the mission by 80 percent.
“The reason I want to go is because I think
there’s something bigger than just me and my
family,” Larson explained. “It’s humanity.”
The planetarium at SCSU offers star viewing nights throughout the season. Schedules and

trip.
By one-way, Larson explained he meant

edu/planetarium/.

Issues concerning American Indians
addressed with speaker series
Ryan Hanenburg
STAFF WRITER

On Nov. 14, the American Indian Center had a
speaker come to SCSU to
talk about issues concerning
Native Americans today. The
speaker, Sherry SanchezTibbetts, is the Director of
Institutional Research, Planning and Grants for Fond
du Lac Tribal and Community College. She chose

University
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below them were the Indios,
the native peoples, and then
African Americans. The
conquistadors also had a
predominantly Catholic faith,
which they pressed upon
the natives. The basis of
these systems echoed down
through the ages, and are still
mostly followed by Native
Americans even in modern
times.
The speaker also talked
about her inspiration for this
speech, which she had hoped

a run with her husband, Jeff,
and she found her inspiration
and how it relates to us.
not in nature but rather in a
She was introduced by Jim
discarded cereal box on the
Knutson-Kolodzne, direcside of the road which read
tor of the American Indian
“Smile.” She realized that as
Center, who said that this
someone who grew up in the
was the fourth speaker for
city, her inspiration comes
this month, which is Native
from people and not from
American Awareness month.
nature.
Sanchez-Tibbetts talked
She talked about her
about growing up in Texas,
grandparents, and how their
which has had a history of
experiences have affected
Native American life and
her now and growing up.
people. Early history with
Her grandmother went to
the natives had Spanish
a school that had a strict
conquistadors who brought a
English-only policy. She had
caste system with them from
to use the bathroom but she
Spain.
was unable to remember the
The caste system has
words “may I be excused.”
Peninsular Spaniards at the
Her teacher refused to excuse
top, which are Spaniards
her until she asked in English
who actually came from
and she ended up urinating
Spain. They were followed by
in class. Sanchez-Tibbetts
Criollos, who are Spaniards
believes that this incident
born in the New World, and
caused her grandmother
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Speaker Sherry Sanchez-Tibbetts spoke about her experiences growing up
American Indian and about the issues concerning American Indians today.
to adapt an English only
that she focuses on housing
household and she brought
and violence against women.
up her children to speak only
This is important, as NaEnglish in the home.
tive American women have
She also talked about her an increased risk of violence
grandfather who moved his
against them. When asked
family from West Texas to
why this was the case she said
Austin to escape anti-Native
that she thinks this is because
American sentiments in the
“there is a cyclical relationarea. Incidents like these
ship between homelessness
caused her grandparents to
and alcoholism with vioreceive a message that being lence.” She also thinks it is
different from others was
because there is a history of
a bad thing and that they
devaluing women in Nawould need to “be Catholic
tive American history with
settlers.
There was a question and
Jim Knutson-Kolodzne
answer section at the end of
said that Sherry Sanchezthe presentation with attend- Tibbetts was the last speaker
ees asking questions. One
for the semester, but that
person asked why she chose
there will be more events in
to live on a reservation, to
April for Native American
which she responded that her Awareness Week, which is a
husband was already living
SCSU event. There will be
there so she decided to move events for the entire week
in with him. Another person
asked what practices she and
her husband observe, and
Halenbeck Hall. There will
she replied that her husband
PRAVIN DANGOL / VISUALS EDITOR is a “pipe carrier.” Someone
who will talk about Native
American LGBT individuals
Director of the American Indian Center Jim Knutson-Kolodzne introduces one asked her what issues she
deals with and she responded and the issues they face.
of the volunteers.

academic breaks.
The newspaper is funded with
student activity fees through
the SG Senate Finance
Committee.
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From graphic design to engineering
Joe Edmonds
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Chantal Bellefeuille
holds dual citizenship
between Switzerland and
the United States, and often
times dual ideals and feelings
on the two countries.
“In Switzerland people
disliked me because of
[George W.] Bush, but then
they liked me because of
[Barack] Obama,” Bellefeuille said. “Pretty much
when the president is good,
you’re good.”
Because of this Bellefeuille says she disliked
American for a while, but
has since warmed up to the
country since she moved
here a year ago.
“It’s hard to be in two
different countries because
you don’t know where you
belong,” Bellefeuille said
One thing she likes a lot
about St. Cloud is the sense
of community that she feels
is absent from life in Switzerland.
“I love that there are so
many international students
from around the world
here,” Bellefeuille said. “I
love talking to them.”
Bellefeuille also likes the
fact that St. Cloud is small,
but centralized. She likes
how it is not too big but not
too small.

“It’s all close to each
other, but its still huge,” she
said.
Bellefeuille also enjoys the fact that campus
provides students with
everything they might need
without going off campus.
When she began at
SCSU, her major was entrepreneurship and graphic
design. Recently she has
decided to switch over to an
engineering major.
“I always loved engineering but I never thought I was
able to do it,” Bellefeuille
said.
She says she wants to
invent and design, and to
and encourage new ideas.
Bellefeuille was also born
with 40 percent of her hearing. She did not learn how to
speak until she was six.
She underwent four
gained the ability to fully
hear everything by the time
she was nine.
Bellefeuille also explained that because of this
she struggled with language
while in school.
“We have four different
languages in our school system, it’s a lot of language,”
Bellefeuille said. “I hate it.
I’m more math oriented.”
At times Bellefeuille says
she mixes up German and
English accidentally while
writing.

“I sometimes write German in an English sentence
structure and English in a
German sentence structure,”
she said.
Bellefeuille was brone in
the village of Bulach, Switzerland, located between the
nearby border of Germany
and Zurich, Switzerland.
The town she grew up in is
1,200 years old.
She said it is a beautiful place, but she had bad
experiences with bullying in
her schools. Because of this
Bellefeuille went to boarding school, which was more
enjoyable for her.
She had to change
schools again because she
began to struggle with
school.
“When I was bad at
French all my other classes
became bad,” she said. “I
thought I was terrible, so
why try anywhere else?”
Bellefeuille has attended
10 different schools.
“I learned a lot about
school systems, and what
helps people to learn,” she
said.
At one point she said she
considered going into education because she is frustrated
with school systems.
“Its built on academics and not towards honing
skills,” Bellefeuille said.

PRAVIN DANGOL / VISUALS EDITOR

Bellefeuille has traveled across Europe and the United States. She loves Rome
and San Francisco the most.

Correction: The graphic on page three of the Nov. 12 issue had indicated the incorrect
colors on the top pie chart. The red should indicate those members of the faculty that had
donated to the Republican Party, and blue was meant to indicate the Democratic Party
donations.
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1. Dry
5. German for “Mister”
9. Cushions or mats
13. Disabled
14. A religion based on sorcery
16. Wings
17. Vipers
18. Muse of love poetry
19. Boorish
20. Appearance
22. Government investigator
24. Mats of grass
26. Indian antelope
27. Business executive
30. Third sign of the zodiac
33. Made-to-order
35. Lyric poem
37. Diminish
38. African virus
41. Soviet space station
42. Back tooth
45. Contradiction
48. Matches
51. The easing of tensions
52. Caramel-topped desserts
54. Spanish lady
55. Maelstrom
59. Quilt part
62. Vagabond
63. Made a mistake
65. Digestive juice
66. Ends a prayer
67. Disorderly revelry
68. Give temporarily
69. Words
70. Dam
71. Terminates

DOWN

1. “Oh my!”
2. Impetuous
3. Unfeeling
4. Pillage
5. Furrow maker
6. River of Spain
7. Units of paper
8. Unpleasant person (British)
9. Whitish edible root
10. Astringent
11. Early 20th-century art
movement
12. Observed

15. Home
21. Cocoyam
23. 10 cent coin
25. Arid
27. Bit of gossip
28. Wealthy man
29. Confederate soldier
31. Designation
32. Fool
34. Put clothing on
36. Sea eagle
39. Directed
40. Matured
43. A deliberately offensive act

44. Small brook
46. At the peak of
47. Reasonable
49. Recorded
50. Made noises while
sleeping
53. Apologetic
55. Huh?
56. “Where the heart
is”
57. Wild goat
58. An escape of water
60. Attired
61. Female chickens
64. Coloring agent
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What happened with the old, good stuff?

Ivana Sreckovic
OPINIONS EDITOR

I don’t know which
‘group’ you are part off, but
I still like to watch old TV
shows, old cartoons, listen
to good rock songs, etc. It
doesn’t have to be old, I like
new rock music too. Or new
shows. Just different ones.
If you are only listening
to new music, if you are
fond of Justin Bieber and
Miley Cyrus, I will save you
from suffering. You can stop
reading now and disregard
this whole article. It won’t
mean anything to you
anyway.
When I came to
America, I found out that
my roommate does not
know what the TV show
“Friends” is. Yes, that TV
-

ured everybody had at least
has heard of it. Not only
heard, but maybe watched
some parts or episodes at
least.
I am less than four
years older that her, but
that is probably more than
enough not to know the
same things and have differences in tastes. Whether
it is the taste in music, TV
shows or something else. I
can understand that she or
anybody else doesn’t like
same things as I do, but
I cannot understand that
somebody has never heard
of “Friends.”
The worst and sad thing
is that “Friends” is not the
only example. That was
just the beginning of my
surprise. Or shock. You can
call it however you want to.
The same thing happened
with “House M.D.,” which
shows to have watched.
When it comes to
music, what about Deep
Purple? Prince? Pink Floyd?
Whitesnake, Scorpions,
Nirvana and Guns’n’Roses?
Does that ring a bell?
I don’t even want to

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.L2GANG.COM

Music, TV shows and cartoons have gotten worse over time.

know the answer to my
question. I don’t want to
know how many people
have never heard of some
of them. Or all of them in
worse scenario.
I don’t like Miley
Cyrus’s music, Taylor Swift,
Justin Bieber or Demi
Lovato, but I’ve still heard
of them. I didn’t watch
“Gossip girl,” “Hannah
Montana,” or New girl, but
I can still tell that those are
TV shows. Or maybe even
what are those about.
And yes, I am 21 years

old, but I still can watch a
good cartoon. And I still
like to do so. But cartoons
nowadays are so stupid. I
perfectly, even if it doesn’t
sound nice.
Not only that they are
stupid, cartoons are drawn
so badly. I don’t even know
who can come up with the
looks of characters like
that. And not that I know
anything about drawing, or
aesthetics. Actually, I think
everyone can say something

about their aesthetics.
I miss Disney movies.
I really do. I wouldn’t like
to be a child now, at this
time. I would probably get
so dumb with all those bad
and TV shows or teenage
lyrics.
Yes, themes of Disney
movies maybe are too
unreal, or childish, but
they are made for children.
Children are supposed to
develop their imagination.
And the best way to do that
is with things like those.

Or stories. Those cartoons
or stories are not based on
true events. They will have
whole life after that to deal
with true events, and trust
me, they will get sick of
that.
And don’t even get me
started with age when children start using technology.
Everything that is going on
is just not letting them be
children in real way. Or to
be children at all.

Quote of the Week
‘‘There cannot be a crisis next week. My schedule is already full.’’
Henry A. Kissinger

NADIA KAMIL / VISUALS EDITOR

There were many different foods in Valhalla Bistro as part of the International
Education Week.

Something you always wanted...
Nino Sakvarelidze
STAFF WRITER

You don’t think you
were born for it, you don’t
think you have time, money or courage? Or have
you just never thought
about it? The planet soars
with your attitude, give it a
break and jump into your
dreams. Yes, your dreams,
and let me tell you why
the dream to experience
an exchange program to
any other country has
always been what you ever
wanted.
In the realms of the
International Education
week students at St. Cloud
State had a chance to once
again feel the world beyond the borders. Various
international programs
craving for more and
more students have been
seducing potential candidates. Despite the fact that
I already have a status of
an international student,
I have once again been
swept of my feet, and I
fell a victim to the smooth
talking of one of the
representatives of Study
Abroad programs.
“Hi, my name is Nino
and I am a globe-trotter.”
Yes the fact that on my
-

I felt engaged with was
“Study Abroad programs”
book could be one of
those signs of addiction.
College is the time of
big change, and by change
I do not simply mean the
the courses. Put yourself
in an unknown environment on the grounds of
an unknown country, give
yourself some time and
wait to see how quickly
you fall in love with once
unknown lands of the unknown people. Too many
“unknowns” you say?
There are just enough to
within yourself and truly
discover your own “me.”
Yes! These exchange programs are the core ingredients of getting to know
who you really are, what
do you want from this life,
where are the limits of
your limits and whether
you even have them or
not, (and yes you may be
the next superhero)
You may think: First I
am being told to study and
now study abroad. The
world is raising its standards and expectation bar
is once again lifted. Today,
in the midst of globalization, your B.A. or even
M.A. is not enough. Your
mere belonging to your
sole country is at stake.

As the world citizenship
is gaining an importance
it is completely up to you
to decide whether you
keep up in the race or you
brace yourself with the
shortcomings of ignorance. The core idea of
the exchange programs
is to erase what has been
thrown upon us on the
not been created with
divisions , the borders
of the humankind. The
differences have been
emphasized over similarities however the truth is
that we foremost belong to
the world and to the race
of the Human Beings who
cherish the same principal
values. No I am not asking
you to extinguish your
passports. I simply ask you
to expand them.
This is my third exchange program, the third
year I bring myself into
the new world. Throughout these three years the
most important thing I
have learned is that my
country is not my only
home. In fact, my home
is this entire planet, so yes
embrace the world as it
is big enough for you to
start right away and small
enough for your arms to
reach out for it.

The opinions expressed on the Opinions page
are not necessarily those of the college, university
system or student body.
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The power of One in time management

Andrew Gnirk
STAFF WRITER

No two people experience the passing of time
in the same way. If not
for our solar system as
a way to count the days
and years, humans would
never be able to decide on
exactly what time it is.
So how many hours
are in a day, really? I say it
greatly depends on which
individual is experiencing
the hours.
To the overwhelmed
individual, the hours
of the day slip away far
too quickly in horrifying
fashion. To the person
with nothing to do, each
hour is a new prison trapping them inside a day of
boredom and dullness.
But what if there was
a way to have time as a
friend, rather than a foe?
what if there was a way
to work within its constraints?
I believe there is a way.
It lies in the power of
One (no, not that song by
Metallica).
Let’s start by helping

the person who is bored.
Boredom is a place
called Zero. It is empty,
hollow, and dead. There
is no energy, motivation,
dreams, or hopes.
But all it takes is one
thing to defeat boredom
and start feeling good
about life again. It could
be anything: a hobby, a
new job, a renewed interest in something standard,
or even a good book.
Find just one thing,
right in this very moment,
to drag you out of the
doldrums.
When we start trying
to solve tomorrow’s or
next week’s boredom, it’s
very overwhelming. This
can lead to even more
inactivity because it feels
like being engaged in life
would be so daunting.
Use the power of One.
now, that interests you,
and then go for it.
If you feel bored again
activity, just repeat the
thing again. Eventually
you will develop new habits, and staying active will
be much easier for you.
Now let’s help the
person who feels overwhelmed.
The sensation of
feeling overwhelmed is a
is an endless list of things
that need to be done, and
there are just not enough

hours in the day to complete all of them.
The power of One
When feeling overwhelmed, just pick one
thing on the ever-growing
list, and see it to completion (or at the very least,
a natural stopping point).
After that, pick another
one, and so on.
Before you know it,
your to-do list doesn’t
seem quite as long and
challenging. In fact, you’ve
probably made a pretty
decent dent in with just
a few hours of focused
work.
The power of One can
help people from getting
place, too. Whenever
possible, try to only have
one of each thing in your
life. One car, one pet,
one hobby, one lover, one
place of dwelling, one
credit card, and so on.
Sometimes it’s impossible to only have one of
each thing in our lives.
Sometimes we have to
work two part-time jobs,
or we have to own two
cars because our partner
commutes to work.
This is bound to
happen. But if exercise
the power of One in the
things we can control, suddenly when other things
multiply we actually have
room in our lives for them.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Ongoing through 12/1
G.R.E.A.T. Theatre
presents ‘White Christmas’
Paramount Theatre,
multiple showtimes
Monday 11/18 - Tuesday
11/19
St. Cloud Film Fest,
Pioneer Place on 5th,
multiple showtimes
Tuesday 11/19 - Sunday
11/24
SCSU Theatre presents
‘Stop Kiss’
Arena Stage in Performing
Arts Center,
7:30 p.m. Tues-Sat and 2
p.m. Sun
Tuesday 11/19
Percussion Collective &
Cirrus Brass Concert,
Ritsche Auditorium in
Stewart Hall,
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday 11/20
Student Composers
Recital featuring works by
Ryan Udairam,
Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall,
6 p.m.
Wednesday 11/20
Players Open Mic Night
#5: Stories from Education
Abroad,
Headley Hall #227,
7 p.m.
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Campus Band to perform
Ryan Hanenburg
STAFF WRITER
On Nov. 21, the Campus Band and the Husky
Sports Band will hold a
concert called “Sounds of
the Stadium.” The Sounds
of the Stadium concert will
be held at 7 p.m. in Ritsche
Auditorium of Stewart Hall
and is of free entry with a
student ID.
The Campus Band held
a rehearsal on Nov. 14 that
was open to the public if
they wanted to get a preview
of what awaits them in a
week.
The band’s setup is
a standard concert band
with a brass section, wind
instruments, and percussion. There didn’t seem to
be any string instruments in
attendance.
Campus Band was
established in 1931 and has
been going strong to this day.
Campus Band is actually not
an extracurricular activity
but is a one-credit class that
is open to any major. The
class will help to satisfy your
requirements for Goal Area
6. There is no experience
required and there is no
audition necessary to qualify
for participation. There are
only a few music majors
in the Campus Band, and
the rest are either different
majors or members of the
St. Cloud community who
have an interest in music.

There are some high school
students and even a couple
of retired SCSU professors
in the band.
The pieces had strong
brass movements, which
were nicely backed up with
melodic wind sections that
felt gentle and relaxing.
The percussion was in the
background on some pieces
and in others was akin to a
marching style, which was
loud and and helped to set
the tempo. The Campus
Band will feature trumpet
solos by David Bates, who is
a transfer student from the
Juilliard School, a prestigious musical school. He is
a music major who wants to
be a band director when he
graduates from SCSU.
The concert will have
two conductors, one is the
Campus Band director Glen
Tuomaala, and the other
is a student named Joseph
Brough, who is an electrical engineering major who
decided he wanted to try his
hand at conducting. Tuomaala said, “Conduction is
one of those things that you
can’t learn any other way
than by doing it.”
Sharon Botz, an accounting major, who also hopes to
double major in music, said
that she had never been in
a band environment before
as a solo pianist. “Campus
Band has been a lot of fun
and I’m glad I did it,” she
said.

Scarletta concert cancelled
STAFF REPORT
planned performance on Tuesday due to a car accident. The
concert was supported by the University Programming Board
and was to have taken place in the Atwood Quarry.
The accident was reported to have been due to ice on the
road while the group was traveling en route from Illinois to
St. Cloud. There were no serious injuries reported.
The Nashville trio has continued its campus tour, according to the band’s website. Its next stop is Nov. 18 at Clarion
College in Pennsylvania.
Scarletta will return to SCSU sometime in spring 2014,

Opening Night included “Me and
Ewe,” directed by Trinity and Barry Anderson, it shows the story about a boy who
meets girl. Directed by 12-year old Trinbeing followed by “Episode 5,” and “
Andrew Bird: Fever Year.” Day two of the
St. Cloud Film Fest began on Nov. 17, at
3 p.m. and featured “Deadlines,” “Click,”
“Torn,” “Permanence,” “Vows,” “Pursuit,”
“The Dunsing Plan,” and “Brighton.”
Lasting about 99 minutes, audience members got to chow down on popcorn while
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St. Cloud Film
Fest playing
until Tuesday
Bailey Vertin
STAFF WRITER
Downtown St. Cloud offers a special
twist on movies for the beginning of this
week. Pioneer Place played host this weekend to the St. Cloud Film Fest, a movie
marathon that goes on through Tuesday
val brings audiences the opportunity to see
Saturday afternoon featured the Best of
2012 showing “The Disinherited,” “Blood
Terror of the Night Fiend,” and “Go
was free to see and offered the audience a
chance to preview the last year’s winners
before moving on to this year’s competitors.
“The Disinherited” was directed by Towie
Neu and had won 2012 Best Cinematography; “Blood Terror of the Night Fiend”
was directed by Brie Deihl and had won
2012 Best Narrative Film; and “Go Ganges!” was directed by Ben Gottfried and
had won 2012 Audience Favorite. These
where Pioneer Place featured this year’s
competitors.

The evening showing began at 7 p.m.
and featured “RPG OKC,” “City Boots,”
“Panhandler,” “Reporting on The Times,”
“Ground Control,” and “Nashorn Im Galopp.” John Scott Senior, a resident of St.
Cloud, was in attendance throughout the
whole weekend, and is planning on taking
part in Monday, and Tuesday’s, showings.
movie theater,” said audience member John
Scott, Sr. “Plus it’s something unique that
you can take the whole family to.”
John Scott Senior got to be a part of
all of the showings, including the ones on
Monday and Tuesday. Part three of the
p.m. and will be showing “A Better Life,”
“Dust,” and “Walter.” The following day
will see the closing night of the St. Cloud
Film Fest, and will be featuring the winner of this year’s competitors. The end of
the festival will see a Kid’s Stop Motion
Film where children ages 6-15 collaborate
to make their own stop-motion animation
shorts, “Day for Night,” which is a tribute
fault, “The Healing Musical,” and “Nanuq
festival will be the closing of the third year
of doing this. Executive Director John
Scott Junior admits that this year’s different because they’ve never had “Best of the
Year” before, which appeared Saturday
afternoon.
“A lot of work goes into this,” Scott
said. “We get about seventy entries, and
then the judges have to decide which ones
get the awards.”
to choose from, all ranging in quality and
genre. Audience member like John Scott
Senior enjoy witnessing something unique
St. Cloud. While the conclusion for the festival is on Tuesday night, movie-goers are

St. Cloud: Then and Now on display in Atwood Gallery

Wednesday 11/20
Facial Hair Fiasco,
Atwood Theatre and
Lounge,
7 p.m.
Thursday 11/21
Sounds of the Stadium
Concert,
Ritsche Auditorium in
Stewart Hall,
7 p.m.
Thursday 11/21
Chamber Strings Concert,
Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall,
7 p.m.
Thursday 11/14 - Sunday
11/17
Atwood Movie Night:
‘The World’s End’
8 p.m. nightly plus 10:30
p.m. Friday
Friday 11/22
Raspberry Eyes free
concert,
Veranda Lounge,
9 p.m.
Sunday 11/24
Wind Ensemble Concert,
Ritsche Auditorium in
Stewart Hall,
3 p.m.

PHOTO STORY BY PRAVIN DANGOL / VISUALS EDITOR

Glimpses of St. Cloud and the SCSU area are on display in the Atwood Gallery, adjacent to the Atwood Theatre.

Humane Society Shelter Pets: Tabitha and Wendell
INFORMATION
COURTESY OF
TRI-COUNTY
HUMANE SOCIETY
Tabitha was found as
a stray. She was originally
from TCHS, and was surrendered due to landlord issues. This sweet and spunky
girl would love to go to an
indoor home.
Tabitha also lived
with another cat, and was
friendly and playful. She
lived with a large dog in
the previous home and was
also friendly. No exposure
has been given from kids

younger than teenagers so
please ask us how to prop-
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Tabitha

erly introduce new friends
to one another.
Tabitha was described
as being a sweetheart of a
cat who would lay next to
you when you were feeling
blue. Tabitha is a very intelligent cat, full of personality.
_______________
Wendell originally came
to our shelter because he is
cautious with children. He
came back because he’s still
working on house training
skills. He likes to be snuggled, especially in a fuzzy
blanket.

Wendell is friendly with
other dogs and cats. He

is used to being crated at
night, and does very well if
taken out frequently. Wendell loves to be re rubbed
behind his ears and sticks
by your side. He would benfor additional training and
socialization.
For adoption details or to volunteer,
please contact the Tri-County
Humane Society.

PHOTO COURTESY OF TCHS

Wendell

735 8th St. NE
St. Cloud, MN 56304
320.252.1325
tricountyhumanesociety.org
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‘About Time’ features solid acting, some laughs
Ashmika Patke
MOVIE REVIEW
“About Time” is a British

tion elements about a family with
selective time travel powers.
From the makers of “Love Actually,” “Notting Hill,” and “Four
Weddings and a Funeral,” comes
another British romantic comedy.
“About Time” stars the talented British actors, Domhnall
Gleeson, Rachel McAdams, Billy
Nighy, Lindsey Duncan, Tom
Hughes, and the late Richard
Released on Nov. 1 2013, the
movie is 123 minutes long and
rated R for language and some
sexual content.
The British actor Domhnall
Gleeson, most recognized for being in the Harry Potter franchise,
is the main character, Tim.
The experienced Canadian
actress, Rachel McAdams portrays Mary.
The veteran British actor, Bill
Nighy, plays Tim’s father.
The English actress, Lindsay
Duncan, plays Tim’s mother.
The late British actor Richard
for being in the Harry Potter franchise) portrays the courtroom bar-

rister, Sir Tom. This was his only
movie released after the veteran
actor’s death in early 2013.
Always proving to be the
talented actress she is, McAdams
doesn’t disappoint in delivering a
vivid performance with comedy,
romance, and emotion outshining everything. Simultaneously,
Gleeson brings a clear display
of drama, despair, and proves
Brendan Gleeson’s son. Together,
McAdams and Gleeson bring
their endearing chemistry for an
entertaining performance.
However, the movie has eviCritics claim the screenwriter
and director, Richard Curtis made
the rules of “temporal engagement only to break them willynilly whenever the prospect of
an extra hug rears its head.” The
time travel powers have inconsistent rules with strange exceptions
for romantic use. This proves to
be true as all the time travel rules
are broken throughout the movie.
The initial rules explained
were only male members of the
family can travel through time,
only backwards time travel is possible, and traveling back before a
child is born will cause a different
child to be born, losing the initial
child completely.

Later these rules are broken
frequently. For instance, Tim takes
Kit Kat through time travel and
they travel forward through time
breaking two rules together. Post
time travel trip, Tim loses his
child but manages to retrieve the
child through time again without
explanation. Initially, it seems
after traveling back, Tim must
relive through the time in between
until reaching the time he traveled
back.
The time travel power reposes another sexism issue that
only men can control their outcomes, as well as the future of
others.
Other English actors playing the supporting characters are
Lydia Wilson, Tom Hollander,
Vanessa Kirby, Margot Robbie,
Tom Hughes, Catherine Steadman, and more.
Richard Curtis wrote the
screenplay and directed the movie
as well. He claims this movie to be
his last as director, but will continue in the movie industry.
The movie was produced by
Tim Bevan, Eric Fellner, and
Nicky Kentish Barnes. It was distributed by Universal Pictures.
The music was composed by
Nick Laird-Clowes and released
on Sept. 2, 2013. The movie
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soundtrack features two dozen
tracks.
The movie was released on
Sept. 4, 2013 in the United Kingdom.
The majority of the movie was
was $35 million.
So far, the movie has earned
Critics claim to expect a strong
sense of déjà vu especially for
people whom have previously
viewed “The Time Traveler’s
Adams). No matter how romantic
and comical the pair may be,

the fact of her being completely
oblivious to his powers results in
a solid evidence of deceit and berelationship. However, the main
cast, particularly Gleeson and
McAdams are commended for
their great chemistry and comic
timing.
My rating for the British movie, “About Time” is 7 out of 10
for the main actors’ remarkable
performances. Despite its obvious faults, this movie is a laudable
comical romance to view.
Rating: 7 / 10

Hungry? Leap across the river for
squeal-worthy Flying Pig Pizza
Joshua D. Levine

the promised garlic in the garlic butter. The garlic

MARQUEE EDITOR
The St. Cloud area’s most original pizzeria can
be found across the river, in Sauk Rapids. Flying Pig
Pizza is worth the short drive for its creative combinations, heavenly crusts, fair prices and friendly
service.
The small pizza joint has no dining space so
patrons will need to order to-go. Typical pizzeria offerings are available, such as salads, calzones, and all
the standard toppings: pepperoni, Canadian bacon,
two kinds of olives, chicken, peppers, etc.
Where Flying Pig makes its mark is with its
“Suburban Favorite Pizzas,” starting at $13.99 for an
amply-loaded 12-inch pie.
Customers won’t be limited to cheese, tomato
sauce, and typical topping combos, however. One
can order everything from the “Healthy Vegetarian,”
which is actually vegan and includes a hummus base;
to the “Bacon Cheeseburger,” which includes beef,
smoked bacon, onions, cheddar jack, and pickles; to
the “All-In Omelet” breakfast pizza, featuring eggs,
sausage, bacon, onion, green pepper, mushroom,
tomatoes, seven cheeses, and “Zippy Sauce.”
I ordered a medium “Mac N Cheesa + 1 pie,” as
the topping choices and its unique setup appealed to
my sense of adventure. The “Mac N Cheesa + 1”
has garlic butter, plain cheese, Asiago, macaroni and
cheese, and one topping of the customer’s choice.
I asked for mushrooms, and 20 minutes later had a
steaming beast of a pizza, weighing probably three
pounds, to devour.
Aesthetically, it was a thing of beauty. The pizza
was absolutely stacked with toppings, and the mushrooms thickly carpeted the macaroni and cheese
base. No skimping here.
The taste was excellent. It wasn’t overly salty or
greasy, but it was rich with the multiple variations of
cheese, the tasty macaroni, and the freshly prepared
mushrooms. The Asiago on top added a good bite,
and the crust was a standout. It was doughy, gooey,
and balanced the rich toppings.
One disappointment was that I tasted none of

garlic would have made it better.
The only other fault is simply a matter of taste-the crust was only starting to brown, whereas a fully
browned crust would have been better. As some
patrons dislike browned crust, but others want their
pizza practically burnt, it’s impossible to make everyone happy here, but another two minutes in the oven
would have made it perfect.
For dessert I had taken out a house-made
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pick up brownies on your visit for a delicious end to
your meal.
Besides brownies, Flying Pig offers two ten-inch
dessert pizzas: “Caramel Apple,” and “Pineapple
Right Side Up,” both $9.99. There are naturally
standard soda choices available, and daily lunch
specials are an affordable way to get pizza, salad,
cheese toast, or a calzone along with a beverage for
$5 or $6.
In addition to cheese toast, sides include homemade focaccia breadsticks for $6.99, and wings with
up to three dipping sauces starting at $6.99 for a half
pound.
Additional topping and calzone options include
the “Korean Vegetable & Chicken Calzone,” featuring garlic chicken, broccoli, green peppers, mushrooms, onions, and Korean BBQ sauce; rosemary
and mashed potatoes as pizza toppings; and options
for Thai peanut sauce, white sauce, wild rice, and
tater tots to go on your Italian creation.
are great and the options even greater at Flying Pig.
Two minor issues with the lack of garlic and the
un-browned crust stop Flying Pig from getting a top
score, but it’s still well worth the trip across the Mississippi to load up on creative deliciousness.
slogan indeed.
Rating: 8 / 10

The “Mac N Cheesa + 1” with mushrooms at Flying Pig.
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best for Marvel Fans
Ryan Hanenburg

rivalry in their affections for Thor,

VIDEO GAME REVIEW

never fully explores this route.
They also skip over an explanation
of why the Bifrost is working again
after being destroyed by Thor in

“Thor: The Dark World” is
and follows directly from the
events of “The Avengers.” The
the Dark Elves and the Aether,
which is a super weapon fashioned
by Malekith, the Dark Elf king.
Odin’s father, Bor, fought against
into space, leaving the Aether
behind. Bor then imprisoned the
weapon “where no one will ever
is seen in Asgardian jail, while
Thor is traveling the Nine Realms,
keeping the peace by beating
down all resistance. Though Thor
is busy with Asgardian business,
to Earth, or Midgard to use the
vernacular, and his potential love
interest Jane Foster. Meanwhile,
Jane is busy investigating strange
phenomena in London, which
eventually leads her to the Aether
and causes her to get infected by
it.
The movie is an interesting
adaption of the villain Malekith
into the Marvel Cinematic Universe with Christopher Eccleston
making a great Malekith. Natalie
Portman and Chris Hemsworth
are great in their roles just as in
porting cast are all excellent actors
as well. Tom Hiddleston takes the
cake as Loki. He really just feels
right in the role and the interactions between him and Thor are
some of the best parts of the
movie.
The plot is pretty good, although at some points it feels a bit
rushed with some potential being
skipped over. For example, Lady
Sif and Jane have a relationship

an extended version of the movie
expand on the mythos of Thor
and his friends.
One other thing worth noting
is that this movie really expects
that you’ve seen “Thor” and “The
Avengers” prior to viewing this
movie. The Marvel Cinematic
Universe is quickly becoming an
interwoven story of movies, and
if you haven’t seen all of them
you may be scratching your head
at some points. This means that
of the Galaxy,” and “Captain
America: The Winter Soldier” will
do even more to expand on hanging points left by previous movies,
and raise even more questions to
be answered in “The Avengers:
Age of Ultron,” and possibly even
the ABC TV series, “Agents of
S.H.I.E.L.D.”
“Thor: The Dark World” is a
good movie, though it’s not quite
up to the same levels of “Iron
Man 3,” or “The Avengers.”
However, Marvel Studios has yet
to make a truly bad movie and
I don’t expect that they’ll start
anytime in the near future.
Oh, and as is the standard with
Marvel movies, stay for the credits
for two scenes that you’ll really
only get if you’re either a comics
fan, or if you look up names on
Wikipedia. The scenes really raise
some questions that will either
be answered or expanded up on
in “Guardians of the Galaxy,”
“Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D,” or even
“Avengers 3.”
Rating: 8 / 10
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Men’s hockey earns road sweep against the Chargers
Derek Saar
STAFF WRITER

The No. 3 ranked SCSU men’s hockey
team (8-1-1, 3-1-0 NCHC) was able to come
away with a weekend sweep of AlabamaHuntsville (0-10-0, 0-6-0 WCHA), giving
them their third sweep of the season, all of
which have come on the road.

Friday
The Huskies lit up the Von Braun Center
scoreboard in Huntsville, Ala. Friday night.
Coming away with a convincing victory over
the Alabama-Huntsville Chargers by a score
of 10-0.
It was a game for the record books for
the Huskies, tying the record set for largest
margin of victory at 10 goals. SCSU also
recorded a 10-goal win against Yale in 2005.
The trip south to Huntsville was a homecoming of sorts for senior forward Nic Dowd.
The Huntsville native was able to score his
Huskies’ 10-0 win. “It was more excitement
with a little nerves mixed in,” said Dowd, of
playing in his hometown.
“You want to come out and have a good
game, and I wanted the team to have a good
game,” Dowd said. “I didn’t want to come
down here and have the guys distracted by
the fact that I was the hometown kid.”
The Huskies were anything but distracted,
setting the tone early with defenseman Ethan
2:19 into the game.
SCSU took a comfortable 3-0 lead into
Sophomore forward Jonny Brodzinski found
the back of the net at 11:51, assisted by Kalle
Kossila. With 21 seconds remaining in the
period senior forward Cory Thorson made
it 3-0, defensemen Niklas Nevalainen and
Kevin Gravel recording assists.
The Huskies exploded in the second
period, recording six goals to take a 9-0
advantage, all but sealing the envelope for the
night. Thorson recorded his second goal of
the evening to open the scoring in the second
frame at the 4:01 mark, David Morley and
Andrew Prochno both getting on the score
sheet with an assist apiece. Soon after, UAH
forward Regan Soquila was sent to the showfor checking from behind and a ten minute
game misconduct, which proved to end any
hope of a UAH comeback.
minute man advantage, scoring twice, ending
their power play woes as of late and snapping
their four-game power play drought.

period kind of caught them a little bit early in
the game.”
the wrong time in the hockey game for them
and then our power play was able to score
goals, that’s when the game was put away.”
advantage with assists from Thorson and
Prochno. Later in the power play a gorgeous
pass from forward Joey Benik found Kossila’s
tape in front of the UAH goal, Kossila cashed
in, giving the Huskies a 6-0 lead midway
through the second period, chasing UAH
starting goalie Carmine Guerriero out of the
net giving C.J. Groh a relief appearance.
“The game could have settled in, I think
there was going to be more up-and-down
play in that second period and our top guys
put the game away,” Motzko said in regards
seconds after Kossila’s goal to make it 7-0,
Thorson added an assist to give him four
points on the night with two goals and two
assists. Defenseman Jarrod Rabey recorded

his second assist of the year as well. The
power play continued to click, with a second
goal from the stick of Brodzinski at the 14:01
mark set up freshman forwards Ryan Papa
and Daniel Tedesco, with the assist Tedesco
Garrett Milan capped off the second
period onslaught, giving him two goals in as
many games. Brodzinski and Kossila were
sheet yet again.
The Huskies hit double digits on the
scoreboard in the third period with a goal
from Tedesco, capping a special game for the
giate goal with a helper from Papa at 12:12
the end of the scoring for the night as SCSU
SCSU outshot UAH by a count of 47 to
11 on the evening. A key stat for the Huskies
was their success on the power play going
4-for-7, scoring more power play goals than
in the previous eight games combined, in
which the Huskies were 3-for-32 when having
the man advantage.
Points were aplenty throughout the SCSU
lineup as eight different players recorded a
goal, meanwhile 14 players had at least one
point to their name.
Freshman net minder Charlie Lindgren
got the win in between the pipes for SCSU,
stopping all of the 11 shots he faced. Lindgren was hardly tested throughout the contest, as UAH struggled to sustain any type of
pressure in the Huskies defensive zone. It was

only other start this season.

Saturday
The St. Cloud State men’s hockey team
continued their road warrior ways against the
Alabama-Huntsville Chargers on Saturday
night to complete their third road sweep of
the season with a 4-3 win at the Von Braun
Center in Huntsville, Ala.
The Huskies are now a perfect 6-0-0 on
the road so far this year. SCSU also remains
undefeated in their all-time series versus
UAH, as they are now 11-0-0 when facing
their Alabama counterpart.
SCSU seemed to be more content than
a road team should be Saturday night, and
UAH proved to be a more focused and determined squad, taking the Huskies to the brink.
Saturday night’s chapter of the two-game
set versus UAH was a much different story in
comparison to Friday night’s 10-0 romping by
SCSU, as the Chargers were out to redeem
themselves on home ice.
“You could see it in the opening right
after the national anthem, they had a look
about them,” Head Coach Bob Motzko said
of the Chargers’ intensity coming into the
game.
“You know they’ve [UAH] done that a
few times this year after a bad night. That’s a
little bit of growing pains for them,” Motzko
said. “But that shows a lot of character that
they responded, they played their tails off
Cory Thorson opened the scoring for the
6:17 mark, assisted by Andrew Prochno and
Joey Benik giving SCSU the early lead.
The Chargers answered with a goal of
the game at one apiece, as Regan Soquila
scored at 10:56, a bit of a redemption for
Soquila who had his night ended early after
game misconduct the previous game, which
began the six-goal second period for the Huskies in game one of the series.
SCSU built a two-goal lead in the second
period with goals coming from captain and
hometown kid Nic Dowd, as well as David

CHRONICLE FILE PHOTO

the back of the net as well as dishing two assists. Morely had four points in the
series.
Morley. The Huskies dominated the play in
the middle period and it showed in the shot
count as SCSU outshot their opponent 15-1
for the period.
A Charger turnover in their defensive
zone proved to be costly as Dowd found the
twine at 8:56 of the second stanza, with help
from Morley to open a 2-1 lead.
Morley then followed up his assist with a
goal of his own, with assists going to freshmaking it 3-1.
SCSU was given a chance to blow things
open late in the second as the Huskies received a two-minute 5-on-3 man advantage
with 3:22 remaining in the period. After a
night where the struggling Husky power play
went 4-for-7, their power play woes came
back to life, as they were unable to capitalize.
As the old adage goes in the game “a
two-goal lead is the worst lead in hockey”
the Huskies gave up two third period goals,
allowing UAH to tie the game at three.
comeback with a goal at 3:31 of the third
period, with assists from Craig Pierce and
Frank Misuraca.
Nick Oliver took what proved to be a
costly penalty at 13:01 of the period, as he
was given a two-minute minor for charging.
The Chargers would pounce on the man
advantage to make it a tied game. The goal
coming from Jeff Vanderlugt, with assists
credited to Steven Koshey and Matt Salhany
at 13:51.
“We played well tonight, we did a lot of
good things but we made a couple of critical
mistakes, and they capitalized on them to get
energy and momentum,” Motzko said.
The 3-3 score line would be short lived,
only 27 seconds to be exact, as Daniel
Tedesco put the Huskies up 4-3 and back in

frame, with helpers going to Morley and
Papa.
“I still don’t know how that one went in,
but we got a break,” Motzko said.
Ryan Faragher was able to come away
with the victory for SCSU in net, improving
his season record to 7-1-0, making 12 saves
on 15 shots. UAH started goaltender Matt
LaRose, who was inactive Friday night, andstopped 38 of 42 shots he faced, keeping the
Chargers in the game throughout.
“Anytime you go on the road and you
win two games it’s huge in college hockey,”
Motzko said of the sweep.
The Huskies were able to get things going
the net the previous weekend against a defensively stout Miami RedHawk team, scoring
a whopping 14 goals on the weekend. “We
made some progress in some offensive things
this weekend, we scored a few goals,” Motzko
said. “That’s something we were hoping to
get back on track and hopefully it’s something
that we can build on.”
Motzko was also proud of his teams effort
on Saturday night playing in a tight game
after winning handedly the previous game,
“we showed a little character tonight ourselves, they tie it up and now we turn it into a
one-shot hockey game and within a minute or
minute and a half we get it back, we’ve done
that a couple times this year.”
The Huskies will now turn their attention to next weekend’s series as they will
return home and continue NCHC play at
the Herb Brook National Hockey Center
against the Colorado College Tigers, (1-6-1,
1-4-1 NCHC) who have struggled to open the
season.
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HOUSING

HOUSING

Close to Campus
Deluxe 3 BDRM, 2 BATH
In-Unit W&D Avail.
320-250-1185
320-493-0096
Move In Now!
3 & 4 BDRM APTS
www.ivyapartments.com
320-259-9673
Houses. Houses. Houses.
“2014 - 2015” 6/1/14
3 BR-11 BR 40+ properties
1-6 BLKS SCSU library
Dan 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
Renting for 2014-2015
Houses and Apartments
www.ivyapartments.com
Jenny 320-259-9673
Now Leasing“2014-2015”
6/1/14 3BR-11BR Houses
2 BR, 3 BR, & 4 BR Apts
1-6 BLKS.Dan 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
South-Side Park Apts
“2014-2015”6/1/14
4 BR, 2 BATH. $250-$260/
BR. Heat & parking Incl.
New Owners. Recent
Upgrades. Dan 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

Avail. Now 11/1 & 12/1
2, 3, & 4 BDRM Apts.
8-11 BDRM House.
Dan 320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
mpmstudenthousing.com

WORK
Powder Ridge, Kimball
is now taking applications for
seasonal part-time lift, tubing,
kitchen, rental, bar working,
ski & snowboard instructors.
Will train. Apply online at
www.powderridge.com
Powder Ridge, Kimball.
320-398-7200
Ski & Snowboard
Instructors needed NOW!
Training Starting Soon!
Apply online at
www.powderridge.com
Powder Ridge, Kimball.
320-398-7200

PERSONAL
Jesus, Allah, Satan are
torturer devils. Question
religion. Atheism is true.
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sets.
“Mankato’s not a ranked team like

FRIDAY

No. 1 ranked Concordia University, who

7-12 record.

-

16-25, 17-25, and 11-25.

SATURDAY
-

tournament here on our home court,

23, 25-21, and 25-21.
Lone senior Ellie Dietzen was honored
-

“We had to put it all on the court, we

said senior middle-hitter Ellie Dietzen. “We

SCSU senior Ellie Dietzen celebrates with her teamates after notching a point

-

mann said. “We have one senior that we’re

played on.

puzzle in senior Dietzen, who in her time

sideout.
-

-

you look at them statistically they are very
Dietzen said.

Mankato to take another timeout.
-

said. “She works really hard, shows people
what to do, you can just tell she has passion

St. Cloud’s Dietzen led the Huskies with

-

The Huskies’ Erin Ohlemann led the
team with 11 assists.

-

assists and two aces.
middles, which created one-on-one situa-

Women’s hockey takes a split in Vail, Colorado
Jeremiah Graves
ASST SPORTS EDITOR

-

FRIDAY
The St. Cloud women’s hockey team took a trip to Vail,
Col. to take part in the Vail Tournament on Nov. 15-16,

-

Boston University.

ties.

-

-

-

-

-

SATURDAY
-

in the country.

-

-

WCHA) on the season.
The Huskies were outshot 12-3 in the second period,

opponents in the period.

the season.
Amy Olson.
-

season.
includes MSU-Mankato, UMD and Wisconsin.
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After throwing 10,500 yards in his career, Phllip Klaphake became the third quarterback in Division II history to throw for 10,000 yards and rush for 2,000.

Mark Schrom
SPORTS EDITOR

Well, the Huskies did all they could.
The No. 13 ranked Huskies demolished
Minnesota-Moorhead with a 64-27 NSIC
victory on a rainy Saturday afternoon in
front of 1,200 fans at Husky Stadium.
After the win, SCSU is now 10-1 on the
season, which tied a school record for wins
in a season.
SCSU was however, downgraded to seventh place in the standings early last week.
The Huskies were just outside the bubble
“I think we performed well, but I think
we have all year. At this point all we can
do is wait and see,” said head coach Scott
Underwood.
the game ball and a Gatorade shower after
the game.
“Yeah it was special for me, it’s all our
coaches. We’ve been together now for six
years and certainly our players. What we
do in the time we have is special,” Underwood said with a smile.
The win puts Underwood third on the
SCSU all-time coaching chart.

Underwood and the Huskies knew
they had to go out and make a statement
in order to make the playoffs, and they did
just that.
SCSU set a single-game record by
compiling 780 total yards of offense. Led
the Huskies poured it on MSUM for all
four quarters.
Klaphake was 30 of 43 for 512 yards,
school record for yards in a game, and tied
game.
“It was a special day, everyone stepped
feels good, its a good win for the seniors
at home in what could be our last home
game,” Klaphake said.
and other seniors as they celebrated
“Senior Day” with 15 other Huskies at
halftime.
After the convincing win, the Huskies
on Sunday.
Before Saturday’s game, the Huskies
State from the Mid-America Intercollegiate
Athletics Association.
While Emporia State (9-1) beat Wash-

had the No. 5 spot in the region poll last
week, lost 35-21 to Missouri Southern State
on Saturday.
The loss essentially guaranteed a spot in
the playoffs for the Huskies.
“I have no idea how they pick who gets
to play in the playoffs. If it has anything to
do with how you play, I feel like we put our
best foot forward today. We did everything
we could and we feel like we have a team
that can make a run,” Klaphake said. “Ultimately, its out of hands now. We did what
we could today, but it is out of our hands.”
Klaphake became the third quarterback
in Division II history to pass for 10,000
yards and rush for 2,000 in his career. He’s
thrown for 10,500 yards in his career after
Saturday’s game.
Tight end Grant Thayer grabbed three
passes for 111 yards and two touchdowns
on Saturday. Both are career highs for him.
“It just puts a nice touch on the day.
Our goal was to come out and win in a
convincing fashion and hopefully solidify
ourselves a spot in the playoffs. We did
all we could, and its up to the committee
now,” Thayer said about his career day.
Wide receiver Dan Brown caught two
more touchdown passes from Klaphake for
91 yards, a career high for Brown. Damon
Treat accompanied him with another

touchdown and 96 yards receiving.
The Huskies dominated in the trenches,
and RB Michael Walker made the Dragons
pay by gashing them for 175 yards and four
touchdowns on 23 carries.
game of the season and the seventh of his
career. It was also a career high in yards
and touchdowns.
“The running lanes were huge, our
offensive line did a great job opening up
lanes, and we had a great scheme coming
in,” Walker said. “We did all we could do
to get into the playoffs today. We just hope
that the people on the committee think
enough of us and put us in there”
“We performed today like we have all
year, and a 10-1 team should make the
playoffs,” Underwood said.
The Huskies watched closely on Sunday
at 4 p.m. when the NCAA announced
playoffs.
St. Cloud State was on that list, being
matched up against the 11-0 No. 3 seed
Henderson State University. The game is
set to be played Nov. 23 at Carpenter-Haygood Stadium in Arkadelphia, Ark.
Should the Huskies win, they will
advance to the second round where they’ll
have to battle against No. 2 MSU-Mankato
on Nov. 30.

The Johnnies played off of the poor free throw shooting

sive defense, forcing SCSU to hit shots from the charity stripe.

Jeremiah Graves
ASST SPORTS EDITOR

“We did a good job of that down the stretch to make up for the
free throws.”
The Huskies were up to the answer, hitting the clutch free
throws that they needed to maintain their six-point lead over
ing the point differential to six for the last three minutes of the
game.
The Huskies held on for the remainder of the half to seal
the 80-74 victory.
“They’re a tough team to play against, because if you make
a mistake they are going to expose you,” Schlagel said. “Hopefully we can learn from that.”

The 1,907 basketball fans weren’t shortchanged Saturday
as they watched SCSU’s men’s team grab an exciting victory
over the University of St. John’s at Halenbeck Hall. With the
win, the men’s record improves to 2-0, both of those wins coming on their home court.
“We’re not going to face a team that runs their system better than St. John’s,” said head coach Kevin Schlagel. “They’re
very well coached, they understand what their roles are and
they compliment one another very well.”
The Huskies came out of the gates hot, with Matt Craggs
followed shortly after, starting the Huskies off 2-2 from beyond
the arc.

Damarius Cruz contributed to the well balanced attack, scoring ten points, and adding a steal.

in the remainder of the half.
Some of those assists went to James Forts, who was 3-3
points in the half.
John’s Alex Schmitt got hot, knocking down 11 points helping
the Johnnies on a 17-7 run. Schmitt cooled off after the run,
while the Huskies took over the rest of the half going into the
locker-room with a 37-32 lead.
SCSU shot 48 percent from inside the arc in the half, while
shooting 71.4 percent from three-point range.
The Johnnies shot just 23.1 percent from beyond the arc
Solid defense and shooting saved the Huskies from their

agonizing 50 percent free throw percentage, making just 8 of
16.
“If we made free throws it changes the whole perspective
on the game,” Schlagel said.
Craggs came out of the half with 10 points, one block and
two steals.
The intense second half kicked off with the Johnnies closing Husky lead 42-41 with just under 16 minutes remaining in
the game.
“Good defense was huge, I think that got our momentum

SPORTS EDITOR

the hospital to get stitches and cleaned up while he attended
his UFC welterweight title for a record ninth time Saturday
night in Las Vegas. In front of a booing crowd, defeating Johny
Hendricks by split decision before saying he would “go away
for a little bit,” raised immediate questions on whether the
champion is quitting or retiring from the sport.
While this raised eyebrows in itself. It didn’t raise mine.
top of the game for six to seven years. I was a freshman in high
school the last time he was not the champion.
Being the target of the entire welterweight division is no
easy task, even if you are arguably one of the greatest pound-

shooting 46 percent from the line and dished out 4 assists.
10 points, with Cruz adding three assists, and Levandoski
recording two blocks.
think this whole season the offense will be very balanced.
The Huskies had 26 points in the paint, and got 10 from

With the win under their belt the 2-0 Huskies will travel to
Kenosha, Wis. Nov. 23 to take on the 3-0 University of Wiscon-

A back and fourth quarter led to the Huskies leading just
74-69 with a minute remaining.

example of that.

Mark Schrom

grabbing six boards and added three assists to the stat sheet.
“Each and every night a guy has been picking us up, and

fought and broke a sweat.
right?
Maybe if you’re an incapable judge that works in Las
Vegas.
of the defending champion, while a third saw it 48-47 for
Hendricks.
checked, if you just went to the hospital bloodied and beaten
certainly won’t be the last.
It seems like once every card their is a controversial decision.
Now, I’m sure being a judge is a ridiculously hard job. You

have to take every stat into account while watching every detail
identical, which is why I don’t understand the decision.
Dana White, president of the UFC, blames the Nevada
State Athletic Commission for putting incompetent judges out
there.
I don’t agree with Dana White often, but I do in this situation.
It is well established between boxing fanatics that the Nevada State Athletic Commission is the primary reason that the
popularity of boxing has declined over the past two decades.
And now the UFC and MMA in general are becoming victims
just like boxing.
Luckily for the UFC, they just signed a massive TV deal
with Fox that puts them in the living rooms across the world.
The UFC has grown globally at an alarming rate, and it may
need every bit of popularity to survive the poor rulings that
come out of the Nevada State Athletic Commission.
While I don’t think the UFC will be going anywhere anytime soon, changes need to be made in the judging of the sport
before the integrity of the sport is gone.

